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houses are built of mud and the domes and minarets of the
tombs of the Kadhimain are heavily plated in gold ; where the
only bridges over the Tigris are of rough planks supported on
pontoons ; where Babylon is a short excursion and Ur is a
railway junction ; where camels and taxis share the streets and
stars and aeroplanes the sky ; where the old Iraqi* asks nothing
better than to live as his ancestors did and the young Iraqi is
impatient to dive into the future—such a town cannot be
uncongenial. The whole atmosphere is pleasant. Its heat in
summer is excessive but nothing matters much in Baghdad, It
is the city of " Don't worry."
Yet it is difficult to say why grey dusty colourless Baghdad is
such a pleasant place.   Its hotels, strange Eastern caravanserais
in spite of their names—the Carlton, Claridge's, the Ritz, the
Waverley—have little in common in their construction or manage-
ment with  hotels  in  Europe—and yet  the  traveller  cannot
complain.   Everyone is polite, considerate and friendly amongst
the  medley of the  staff and visitors—a Moslem proprietor,
Syrian clerks, the manager a Baghdad Jew,  Chalcioean men-
servants, an Albanian cook and a local urchin who may, or may
not, clean your boots under a palm tree in the courtyard—and
endless other people sitting around, rather nondescript and often
ornamental, who are Ministers of State or sell carpets or merely
come to pass the time of day in idleness.    Pleasant places, the
. hotels of Baghdad, for such as have the mind and the sense to
appreciate them.   What if the " house boys " sit on the floor
and eat water-melons outside the bedroom doors and sleep all
over the divans in the corridors.   They are none the less willing
and efficient servants.    What if the cook's assistant plays the
oboe in the hall.    Is the cuisine less excellent ?    When the
traveller cries " Boy," or claps his hands, several people come,
and all running, and stand about and chat or ask and answer
questions.    What if your private bathroom has another door
and numerous strangers use it ?   What does it matter ?   Why
does the traveller always want to find his own favoured type of
hotel wherever he goes ?   Is it not more profitable to experience
the custom of the country and to live in Baghdad a little as
Baghdad lives ?   I was very happy and very comfortable at my
hotel.
The glory of Baghdad is departed and the days of the Caliphs
have left few traces of their greatness and none of their
magnificence. True, the tombs and mosque of the Kadhimain,

